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ABSTRACT
This paper presents PT-CFI, a new backward-edge control flow in-
tegrity (CFI) based on a recently introduced hardware feature in
Intel x86 called Processor Trace (PT). Designed primarily for of-
fline software debugging and performance analysis, PT offers the
capability of tracing the entire control flow of a running program.
In this paper, we explore the practicality of using PT for security
applications, and propose a new CFI model that enforces a per-
fect backward-edge policy for native COTS binaries based on the
traces from Intel PT. By exploring the intrinsic tracing properties
inside PT with a system call based synchronization primitive and
a deep inspection capability, we have addressed a number of tech-
nical challenges such as how to make sure the backward edge CFI
policy is both sound and complete, how to make PT enforce our
CFI policy, and how to balance the performance overhead. We
have implemented PT-CFI and evaluated with a number of pro-
grams including SPEC2006 and HTTP daemon. Our experimental
results show that PT-CFI enforces strong backward-edge CFI with
no false positive or false negative, as well as minor performance
overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Control flow hijacking has been one of the most severe cyber

threats for over 40 years. Given an exploitable vulnerability such
as a buffer overflow in a program, which accepts untrusty inputs,
an attacker can directly compromise the program by taking control
of the program’s execution flows, and perform whatever malicious
actions of his or her wishes. Over the past a few decades, we have
witnessed numerous such attacks. Stack smashing [33], return-
into-libc [48], return oriented programming (ROP) [39, 12] (and
its variants such as BROP [5] and JIT-ROP [40]), jump-oriented
programming (JOP) [7], and even call-oriented programming (e.g.,
COOP [36]) all belong to this category. It is likely that these attacks
will continue to remain a major cyber threat for years to come.
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Correspondingly, numerous defenses have been proposed to de-
fend against control flow hijacking. Notable examples include stack
canary [16] (which can defeat stack smashing), data execution pre-
vention (DEP) [3] (which can defeat code injection), address space
layout randomization (ASLR) [42] (which can make the hijack ex-
ploit code much harder to construct), and control flow integrity
(CFI) [2] (which aims to ensure the integrity of control flow trans-
fer always following legal program path). Canary, DEP, and ASLR
are all practical defenses and they all have been adopted by indus-
try in mainstream computing devices including even in the mobile
platform. Therefore, simple stack smashing or code injection at-
tack does not work anymore in modern computing platform, and
the mainstream exploits have to use ROP or its variant (e.g., Q [38],
return-to-signal [8], JIT-ROP [40], or BROP [5]). To really defeat
ROP, it appears that CFI is the most promising technique since in
theory it can fundamentally solve the control flow hijacking prob-
lem as all these attacks including ROP violate the intended program
control flow. However, in practice CFI has not been widely adopted
yet, at least in the case for protecting COTS binaries.

CFI essentially is a program path-level access control model. For
any access control mechanism to work, it needs a policy and an en-
forcement. The first CFI model by Abadi et al. [2] uses an inlined
reference monitoring (IRM) [20] in the program code to enforce
the CFI policy. Specifically, at each indirect control flow transfer
point (i.e., indirect call, indirect jmp, and ret), the CFI enforce-
ment code inlined with the original program will check with a CFI
policy to detect whether there is a violation. The security policy
in the CFI is quite simple: the execution of any control-flow trans-
fer should not diverge from its legitimate path. To construct the
CFI policy, the traditional form of CFI builds a control-flow graph
(CFG) from the protected program, from which to get all the legal
target(s) of each indirect control transfer. Then at the runtime, the
inlined enforcement code will check the control flow target whether
or not belongs to a set of white-listed ones. As such, CFI guaran-
tees that the execution path of the program strictly follows an edge
in its CFG.

Unfortunately, there are two main challenges that hinder the prac-
ticality of CFI. First and foremost, how to make sure the CFI pol-
icy is both sound and complete. Often times, the statically ex-
tracted CFG (either from program source code or binary) is an
over-approximation of the legitimate control flows of the program.
This is because precise static extraction of CFG requires accurate
pointer analysis of each indirect call or jump to estimate its tar-
geted “points-to” set. This type of analysis, however, is challenge
to get it accurate, primarily due to the dynamic nature (e.g., com-
puted jmp and call target) of low-level programming languages
like C. Meanwhile, the same function may have multiple legitimate
call sites, corresponding to multiple edges in the CFG. However,
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at runtime, only one of the edges should be allowed at any state
of execution. This issue cannot be addressed by CFI that relies on
static code analysis alone; context-sensitive methods (e.g. using a
shadow stack [2]) need to be used at runtime.

Second, how to enforce the CFI policy. When given program
source code, one can use compilers to automatically insert an IRM
at each indirect control flow transfer point to enforce the policy.
However, it becomes much more challenging when only given ap-
plication binaries. The first CFI model rewrites the protected bi-
nary, but it requires the corresponding debugging symbols. Without
those debugging symbols, one has to solve both the binary disas-
sembling and rewriting challenge. While dynamic binary instru-
mentation (DBI) does not face disassembling and rewriting issues
since it rewrites the binary on-the-fly, it still faces other challenges
such as the high performance overhead (as DBIs are usually slow).

Prior work on binary-level CFI have been striving to address
these challenges. However, most studies fall short in addressing
the first challenge. For instance, BinCFI [52], CCFIR [51] and
BinCC [47] only enforces a coarse-grained CFI policy: indirect
jumps or calls are restricted to a white-list of targets and func-
tion returns are constrained to call-preceded addresses. It has been
shown, however, by follow-up studies that these coarse-grained CFI
implementations can be bypassed by advanced ROP attacks [18].
Specially the weak backward-edge policy—returning to only call-
preceded targets—can be easily circumvented by ROP attacks with
only call-preceded gadgets [11, 21]. A more recent work, Ty-
peArmer [46], advances the state-of-the-art of the forward-edge
policy for binary-level CFI by statically analyzing binary code to
match callers and callees. But still, no backward-edge policy is
provided. Shadow stacks [2, 19] match return addresses to their
call sites, and hence offer strong backward-edge policy. However,
shadow stacks are difficult to implement correctly to offer reliable
security guarantee [12]. Moreover, existing implementations of
shadow stacks mostly rely on binary rewriting, facing the second
aforementioned challenges.

To overcome the limitations of binary rewriting or instrumen-
tations, recent studies resort to existing CPU hardware features to
assist CFI policy enforcement. For instance, last branch records
(LBR) was exploited by many notable works including kBouncer [34],
ROPecker [15], CFIGuard [50], and PathArmer [45] to keep track
of a short history (usually only upto 16 LBR entries) of indirect
branches. The main issue of LBR-based solutions is that it is vul-
nerable to history-flushing attacks [37, 11], in which the malicious
payload intentionally includes dummy branch instructions to flush
LBR entries to hide suspecious indirect branches. Branch trace
store (BTS), which in contrast to LBR records all prior indirect
branches, was used by CFIMon [49], but it also comes along with
higher performance overhead. As such, both LBR and BTS have
limitations when used to enforce CFI policies, which therefore mo-
tivates us to seek alternative, more effective, approaches.

In this paper, we aim to fill this gap and propose PT-CFI, a
practical backward-edge CFI (note that we leave forward-edge CFI
for binary code in future works) that works for x86 COTS bina-
ries by using a recent innovative hardware feature Intel Processor
Trace (PT). While Intel had offered prior hardware-based tracing
features such as LBR and BTS, PT provides many compelling fea-
tures. Specifically, the path history recorded by LBR is limited to
a few dozen instructions. Meanwhile, BTS has significant slow-
down though it supports unlimited path history. Therefore, Intel re-
cently introduced PT, which can log execution trace with extremely
low performance impact (less than 5% performance overhead) and
provide a complete control flow tracing with both cycle count and
timestamp information.

However, PT is not designed for online security protection but
rather for offline software debugging or performance analysis. As
such, there are a number of technical challenges in order to make
a PT-CFI. These challenges include how to derive the CFI policy
based on the PT trace and the monitored binary, how to enforce
the CFI policy, and how to make sure the control flow monitoring
would not introduce large overhead. We have addressed these chal-
lenges by exploring the intrinsic tracing property inside PT with
a system synchronization primitive and a deep inspection capabil-
ity. We have implemented PT-CFI and evaluated with both the
SPEC2006 CPUINT benchmark suite and Nginx HTTP daemon.
Experimental results show that PT-CFI only introduces very small
overhead for the running binary.

Contribution. The main contribution of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

• We make the first attempt of exploring PT for real-time mon-
itoring of control flow violation and propose PT-CFI, a new
practical backward-edge CFI model for x86 COTS binaries.

• We devise a number of enabling techniques including system
call based enforcement and synchronization which enforces
the CFI policy at the entry point of each system call, and a
deep inspection primitive, which is invoked like exception
handling when a CFI policy is incomplete.

• We have implemented PT-CFI, and applied it to detect ROP
attacks, which overcomes several limitations of prior work
such as Kbouncer and ROPecker. Meanwhile, the perfor-
mance overhead of PT-CFI is quite small (around 20% on
average for a set of tested SPEC2006 benchmarks).

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Control-Flow Hijacking and ROP
Memory corruptions are one of the most commonly exploited

vulnerabilities in programs written in native programming languages
such as C/C++. By allowing unsanitized input to overwrite data
or code in the victim program’s memory space, these vulnerabil-
ities enable a wide range of attacks, such as information leakage,
arbitrary code execution and privileges escalation [41]. While non-
control-data attacks [14, 22, 9, 23] have been demonstrated in pre-
vious work (especially in recent years), control-flow hijacking still
remains the most commonly used attack method. In control-flow
hijacking attacks, control data that are used to direct the program’s
control flows are corrupted by the attacker. When these data (e.g.,
return addresses, indirect jump targets) are loaded into the program
counter the program’s execution will be diverted from its designed
target.

There are several instances of control flow hijacking attacks such
as code injection [33], code-reuse [48], return-oriented program-
ming (ROP) [39, 12], jump-oriented programming (JOP) [7], and
the recently introduced call-oriented programming (COP) [36]. Among
them, ROP attacks are increasingly becoming the mainstream: they
are more advantageous than code injection attacks, because they
defeat the widely used Data Execution Prevention (DEP) protec-
tion; ROP attacks are also resilient to defense against simple return-
to-libc attacks because they can reuse library code without explicit
function calls [39].

In ROP attacks, short sequences of code, dubbed gadgets, that
already exist in the victim program are chained together and reused
for purposes other than their designed logic. In conventional ROP



Table 1: Binary-level control-flow integrity enforcement
backward-edge policy CFI enforcement

CFI [2] (2005) shadow stack binary rewriting
DROP [13] (2009) heuristic dynamic instrumentation
ROPDefender [19] (2011) shadow stack dynamic instrumentation
CFIMon [49] (2012) call-proceded targets critical function + async
MoCFI [17] (2012) shadow stack runtime hooking
CCFIR [51] (2013) whitelist targets binary rewriting
BinCFI [52] (2013) call-proceded targets dynamic instrumentation
kBouncer [34] (2013) heuristic + call-proceded critical function
ROPecker [15] (2014) heuristic non-exec page
CFIGuard [50] (2015) whitelist targets PMU interrupts
PathArmer [45] (2015) call/return matching dynamic instrumentation
BinCC [47] (2015) bounds-check static rewriting
O-CFI [29] (2015) bounds-check static rewriting
TypeArmer [46] (2016) None dynamic instrumentation

attacks, these gadgets all end with ret instruction. Hence attack-
ers can prepare a sequence of return addresses on the stack to “re-
turn” to these gadgets in orders that will fulfill specific functional-
ity. Later work shown that indirect jumps or calls can also be used
to construct “return” gadgets without ret instructions [12, 7].

2.2 Control-Flow Integrity
CFI is a widely studied technique to prevent control-flow hijack-

ing attacks. It was first proposed by Abadi et al. [2] in 2005, which
aims to enforce policies on the control-flow transfers of a software
program so that the execution of the program does not diverge from
the legitimate path. The traditional form of CFI first constructs a
control-flow graph (CFG) from a program and then checks the tar-
get of each indirect control transfer (e.g., indirect jump, indirect
call, and return) at runtime so that only a set of white-listed targets
for each indirect control transfer is allowed. In this way, CFI guar-
antees that the execution of the program strictly follows an edge
in its CFG. A CFI implementation can be either fine-grained or
coarse-grained. In a fine-grained CFI, each indirect control transfer
has its own set of target addresses that can be allowed to take at run-
time. This is usually achieved through program analysis because
the sets of targets are program-dependent. In contrast, a coarse-
grained CFI partitions the indirect control transfers and their target
addresses into several equivalence classes, and the total number of
equivalence classes is usually no more than three [32].

While many efforts have achieved fine-grained CFI via com-
plex source code analysis, such as CFLocking [6], Forward-edge
CFI [44], RockJIT [31], MCFI [30],CPI [25], CCFI [28], πCFI [32],
etc., fine-grained binary-level CFI remains very challenging. Table 1
summarizes prior research on binary-level control-flow integrity.
Particularly, CFIMon [49], BinCFI [52], and kBouncer [34] only
enforce a coarse-grained backward-edge policy: returns are only
allowed to addresses preceded by a call-site. CCFIR [51] and CFI-
Guard [50] enforce slightly finer-grained policy by allowing a smaller
set of white-listed return targets. BinCC [47] and O-CFI [29] re-
strict returns across a specified boundary, greatly reducing the us-
able gadgets. The strongest backward-edge CFI policy is enforced
by shadow stacks (implemented in the original CFI, ROPDefender [19],
MoCFI [17] and PathArmer [45] through static binary rewriting or
dynamic binary instrumentation), which strictly matches call/return
pairs. In contrast to these prior efforts, PT-CFI aims to enforce a
perfect backward-edge CFI policy using shadow stacks, without
static binary rewriting or dynamic instrumentation.

2.3 Hardware-Assisted ROP Detection
Besides our work, there has been a few studies exploring hardware-

assisted approaches for ROP detection. Most notable results among

them are CFIMon [49], kBouncer [34], ROPecker [15] and CFI-
Guard [50]. ROPecker, kBouncer and CFIGuard are studied the use
of last Branch Record (LBR) that are available on Intel processors
for ROP detection. Note that LBR provides a hardware mechanism
to record the source address and target address of most recently
used branches. These approaches statically scan the program bi-
nary to construct a database of ROP gadgets. Once the detection is
triggered (the time of ROP check differs in these approaches), the
most-recent branches are compared with the gadget database, and
according to a specific security policy (e.g., number of instructions
in a gadget, consecutive gadget numbers detected in the LBR), the
LBR data may indicate an ROP attack. Unfortunately, recent stud-
ies [37, 11] have shown that these LBR-based approaches are vul-
nerable to several attack methods. The most noteworthy attacks
among them are LBR-flushing attacks, in which ROP code inten-
tionally induce unimportant branches to fill the limited number of
entries in LBR (usually less than 16).

Most close to our work is CFIMon [49], which exploited Branch
Trace Store (BTS) on Intel processors. Intel BTS is a processor
component that provides program tracing mechanisms to software
layers, which captures all types of control flow information, in-
cluding direct and indirect jump and call, and also function return.
Both the source address and target address are stored in a specific
memory region for batch processing. CFIMon is triggered to detect
control flow violation when the memory buffer is full or sensitive
functions are accessed. CFIMon detects control flow violation by
monitoring if backward CFG edges return to a call-preceded tar-
get, and if indirect calls transfer control flows actually to the first
instruction of a function. Indirect jumps are marked as suspicious
if not seen before. But the policy to treat these suspicious indirect
jumps is not clearly defined, leaving CFIMon potentially vulnera-
ble to carefully crafted ROP attacks [49]

In addition to exploiting existing hardware features in commod-
ity processors, some other work designed new hardware compo-
nents to detect ROP attacks. Relevant to our work is due to Lee
et al. [26] that implemented an FPGA-based ROP detection sys-
tem for ARM devices that executes asynchronously with the pro-
tected program. Unlike our work, they do not maintain any syn-
chronization between the monitoring program and monitored pro-
gram, and therefore, ROP detection cannot effectively prevent the
attacks from damaging the system. Moreover, their approach has a
common issue as all other studies that detect ROP attack by devel-
oping new hardware components: while they all present interesting
ideas, nevertheless, because they require additional hardware sup-
ports, the likelihood of real world adoption is low.

2.4 Intel Processor Trace
Intel Processor Trace (PT) is a new hardware feature for software

program debugging and performance profiling, which is available
in Intel Broadwell or later processors. It traces the control flow
of software programs with minimum performance overhead that is
sufficient low for PT to be used in production systems.

More specifically, the control flow information is collected by PT
in data packets in real-time, which are then sent to memory buffers
or other output methods for processing. While several types of PT
packets are defined by Intel and collected at runtime, three types of
packets are particularly useful in control flow tracing: Taken Not-
Taken (TNT) packets, Target IP (TIP) packets, Flow Update Pack-
ets (FUP). The TNT packets collect taken and not-taken indication
for conditional direct branches; the TIP packets collect target ad-
dresses for indirect calls, indirect jumps and returns; asynchronous
events such as exceptions and interrupts will generate FUP pack-
ets together with TIPs. Unconditional direct branches are excluded



from the PT packets. PT also compresses conditional branches and
use only one bit to indicate branch taken or not-taken in TNT pack-
ets.

Intel PT supports filtering packets based on the Current Privilege
Level (CPL) or CR3. Therefore, it is possible to trace all user-space
programs or selectively trace only one program. Context switch can
also be supported so that multiple programs can be traced sequen-
tially. Moreover, the precise timing of each data packet are also
optionally recorded. Therefore, with the knowledge of binary in-
formation, one can reconstruct the entire control flow of the original
software program, together with the precise timing of each branch.

Given the capability of Intel PT in tracing program control flows,
it is attempting to use PT for control-flow violation monitoring and
detect ROP attacks. However, Intel has designed PT particularly to
reduce overhead with the cost of increased decoding overhead. Ac-
cording to Intel web site, the decoding of the traces is “several or-
ders of magnitude slower than tracing”. A typical use case defined
by Intel is to execute a software program and capture the trace data
asynchronously in memory regions that can be processed after the
execution of the program. Therefore, our design of PT-CFI faces
several technical challenges that we will elaborate in later sections.

Prior to ours, only a few work has explored the use of Intel PT
in practical applications. Balakrishnan et al. [4] and Thalheim
et al. [43] studied the use of Intel PT to implement fine-grained
provenance systems. Kasikci et al. [24] developed a software fail-
ure diagnose system using PT. However, in all these existing work,
PT packets are collected for offline analysis. Therefore, our study
presents the first attempt of online uses of Intel PT technology.

3. PT-CFI OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview of PT-CFI. We first de-

scribe a simplified running example in Section 3.1, which will be
used throughout the paper to discuss various technical challenges
we have to solve in Section 3.2. Then, we present our key insights
of how to solve the challenges in Section 3.3. Next, we discuss our
CFI policy in Section 3.4. Finally, we give an overview of PT-CFI
in Section 3.5.

3.1 A Running Example
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the source code of a very simple program,

which accepts command line inputs and then executes one of the
three functions accordingly: foo, bar, and overflow. Among
them, overflow function contains a stack overflow, and an at-
tacker can compromise this program to execute a shell for instance.
We compile this program using gcc without canary protection.
The partial binary code is illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

We run this program with four different inputs: The first three
just triggered the three different function pointers but the fourth
one triggered the overflow along with a ROP payload to execute
/bin/sh. The system call (syscall for short henceforth) traces for
the first two were the same (both have 29 syscalls in total, and they
both trigger a write syscall by printf), as show in Fig. 1(c).
The third one has only 28 syscalls without the write system call
compared to the first two, but the forth one triggered the unexpected
execve syscall.

Note that PT is primarily designed for debugging and perfor-
mance analysis. A typical use case of PT is the following: pro-
grammers compile the target program, and execute it atop a PT
enabled platform. During the execution, the hardware will gener-
ate a large volume of PT packets, which is often stored in a log
file for offline analysis. There are already available tools such as
perf that is able to parse the PT packets and reconstruct the en-
tire execution path history of a program based on the trace. While

PT packets has already been compressed, usually it will still gener-
ate up to hundreds of megabytes of trace data per second per core.
As an example, we also illustrate partially decoded PT packets in
Fig. 1(d). More specifically, we can notice that there are various
types of PT packets, including:

• Target IP (TIP) packets: if a control flow transition is trig-
gered by an indirect control flow transfer, the hardware will
generate a TIP packet, which is particular useful when build-
ing our CFI model. Usually, a TIP packet contains a virtual
address of the target or just an offset whose base address is
shared by prior TIP packets. An instance of TIP packet is
TIP 0x4004d0, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d), which is ac-
tually an indirect jmp to the starting address of _start.
The next TIP packet TIP 0x4a6 is actually also a jmp target
address, caused by the first instruction in the PLT entry of
__libc_start_main. Note that direct call does not have
a TIP packet. That is why there is no TIP pointing to the first
instruction in the PLT entry of __libc_start_main.

• Taken Not-Taken (TNT) packets: if there is a conditional
control flow transfer (i.e., all of the jcc instructions such as
je/jne), then the hardware will generate a bit in a TNT
packet and this bit represents taken or not-taken for that par-
ticular branch. A TNT packet can at most encode six TNT
bits. There are also several TNT packets in Fig. 1(d), such
as TNT TTN (3) and TNT TNTNTN (6). Combined with
the original binary code, TNT packets can be used to capture
the exact execution path of a program. Since attacker cannot
alter the destination address of conditional branches, TNT
packets are out of CFI interest. In addition, similar to jcc,
unconditional direct branches (e.g., direct jmp/call) are
excluded from the PT packets since they can be also directly
recovered with program code.

• Flow Update Packets (FUP): if there is an asynchronous
event such as exceptions and interrupts, the hardware will
generate a FUP packet together with TIPs. As an example,
FUP 0x7f569383a1e0 means the control flow will transfer
from instruction at 0x7f569383a1e0. Followed, there is also
a TIP.PGD and TIP.PGE, which denotes Packet Genera-
tion Disable (PGD), and Packet Generation Enable (PGE).
These two TIP sequences are usually from the interrupt han-
dler execution. FUP packets are also out of our current CFI
interest.

3.2 Technical Challenges
If we directly analyze the recorded PT packets offline without

any additional effort, we can certainly use PT for control flow diag-
nosis or forensics since we can rebuild the entire control flow trace
and any deviation from normal control flow will be detected. How-
ever, such an offline usage cannot be used for online CFI. There-
fore, we have to solve a number of technical challenges.

• How to define the CFI policy. To design a CFI model, we
have to first define the CFI policy and extract them from the
binary code. However, what we have is merely the PT trace
and also the binary code of the corresponding program we
aim to protect. While we can build a run-time control flow
graph based on PT traces and then compare with the CFG ex-
tracted from the static binary code, we may be able to form
a CFI policy to detect most attacks. However, such an ap-
proach would be too slow. Meanwhile, statically we still do
not know all of the legal target for indirect call and indirect



1 #include <stdio.h>
2 void foo(char *str){
3     printf("foo:%s\n", str);
4 }
5 void bar(char *str){
6     printf("bar:%s\n", str);
7 }
8 void overflow(char *str){
9     char buf[32];

10     strcpy(buf, str);
11 }
12 void main(int argc, char **argv){
13     void (*fptr) (char *);
14     int choice;
15     choice = (atoi(argv[1]) % 3);
16     switch (choice) {
17     case 0:
18         fptr = foo; break;
19     case 1:
20         fptr = bar; break;
21     case 2:
22         fptr = overflow;
23     }
24     fptr(argv[2]);
25 }

0000000000400490 <printf@plt>:
400490: jmpq *0x200b8a(%rip)
400496: pushq $0x1
... 
00000000004004a0 <__libc_start_main@plt>:
4004a0: jmpq *0x200b82(%rip)
4004a6: pushq $0x2
... 
00000000004004c0 <atoi@plt>:
4004c0: jmpq *0x200b72(%rip)
4004c6: pushq $0x4
...
0000000000400590 <frame_dummy>:
400590: cmpq $0x0,0x200888(%rip) 
... 
00000000004005bd <foo>:
4005bd: push   %rbp
... 
00000000004006c0 <__libc_csu_init>:
4006c0: push   %r15
4006c2: mov %edi,%r15d
...
00000000004004d0 <_start>:
4004d0: xor %ebp,%ebp
...
0000000000400570 <__do_global_dtors_aux>:
400570: cmpb $0x0,0x200ad9(%rip) 
... 
0000000000400626 <main>:
400626: push   %rbp
...
400648: callq 4004c0 <atoi@plt>
40064d: mov %eax,%ecx
...
4006b3: callq *%rax
4006b5: leaveq
... 
00000000004006c0 <__libc_csu_init>:
...
0000000000400734 <_fini>:

(a) Source Code (b) Partial Disassembly

1 execve(..) = 0
2 brk(0) = 0x243b000
3 access(..) = -1 ENOENT
4 mmap(..) = 0x7fcaddfec000
5 access(..) = -1 ENOENT 
6 open(..) = 3
7 fstat(..) = 0
8 mmap(..) = 0x7fcaddfd3000
9 close(3) = 0

10 access(..) = -1 ENOENT 
11 open(..) = 3
12 read(..) = 832
13 fstat(..) = 0
14 mmap(..) = 0x7fcadda07000
15 mprotect(..) = 0
16 mmap(..) = 0x7fcadddc1000
17 mmap(..) = 0x7fcadddc7000
18 close(3) = 0
19 mmap(..) = 0x7fcaddfd2000
20 mmap(..) = 0x7fcaddfd0000
21 arch_prctl(..) = 0
22 mprotect(..) = 0
23 mprotect(..)     = 0
24 mprotect(..) = 0
25 munmap(..)          = 0
26 fstat(..) = 0
27 mmap(..) = 0x7fcaddfeb000
28 write(1, "foo:bb\n", 7) = 7
29 exit_group(7) 

(c) Output of strace when run foo (d) Partial PT Trace when run foo

...
00001f4f:  TIP 0x4004d0
00001f5a:  TIP 0x4a6
...
00001fff:  TIP 0x4006c0
0000200a:  TNT TTN (3)
0000200d:  TIP 0x590
00002011:  TNT TNTNTN (6)
00002014:  TNT NTTN (4)
0000201a:  TIP 0x626
00002021:  TIP 0x4c6
00002027:  TIP 0x7f5693b2a4e0
...
0000208f:  TIP 0x40064d
00002099:  TNT NNN (3)
0000209a:  TIP 0x5bd
000020a1:  TIP 0x496
000020a7:  TIP 0x7f5693b2a4e0
...
0000219f:  FUP 0x7f569383a1e0
000021aa:  TIP.PGD no ip
000021ad:  TIP.PGE 0xa1e0
...
000022f7:  TIP 0x4005df
00002302:  TIP 0x6b5
00002307:  TIP 0x7f5693770ec5
00002312:  TIP 0x9376e426
0000231a:  TIP 0x93b2a4e0
00002322:  TNT NNNNNT (6)
...
0000239a:  TIP 0x5340
000023a7:  TIP 0x400570
000023b2:  TNT NNTTNN (6)
000023b5:  TIP 0x734
...

Figure 1: A Running Example Used to Illustrate Our PT-CFI Approach.

jumps, a grand challenge today for static binary code analy-
sis (due to the need of the sophisticated point-to analysis).

• How to enforce the CFI policy. PT packets are directly
generated by the underlying hardware in an asynchronized
way. However, the policy enforcement and program execu-
tion should be synchronized. Otherwise, a control flow hi-
jack attack might have already caused damages before it is
detected. While rewriting the binary code and insert our CFI
enforcement code might work, we would like to avoid using
any binary rewriting especially for x86 COTS binary, since
we aim for a practical CFI.

• How to minimize the overhead. Performance is often a crit-
ical factor while designing CFI. For instance, one can easily
design a CFI by using dynamic binary instrumentation (e.g.,
PIN [27]). However, such an approach often has high over-
head. While PT packet generation has less than 5% overhead,
PT packet consumption as well as our CFI enforcement must
be designed in an efficient way.

3.3 Key Insights
Having analyzed the internals of various PT packets and under-

stood how software interacts with the PT hardware, we have ob-
tained the following key insights to address the above challenges.

• Using TIP sequence graph for the CFI policy. Ideally, we
should have used the entire PT trace to rebuild a complete
CFG and compared with the statically extracted CFG from
binary code for the policy. While purely static analysis of
the binary code cannot resolve many indirect call and indirect
jump edges, we can use the runtime traces to connect them.
However, this is an expensive approach because parsing each
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Figure 2: A Partial TIP Sequence Graph for Our Running Ex-
ample.



PT packet and rebuild a dynamic CFG with original binary
code usually takes a large amount of time.

Fortunately, we notice that we can actually use a lightweight,
TIP sequence graph to detect the anomalies. In particular, all
indirect control flow transfers (call, ret, jmp) will trigger a
corresponding TIP packet. Therefore, we can build a TIP
sequence graph, and compare this graph with the legitimate
TIP graph. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the node of this graph is
an indirect control flow transfer point, and the edge captures
the transition between the two points. For instance, consider-
ing the first two sequences shown in Fig. 1(d), namely TIP
0x4004d0 and TIP 0x4a6, the TIP sequence graph of
this two nodes shown in Fig. 2 captures the transition from
_start to the PLT entry of __libc_start_main.

While we cannot build the legitimate TIP graph statically
since we cannot resolve the corresponding destination ad-
dresses without any additional sophisticated point-to anal-
ysis, we can build it from the TIP trace since they exactly
capture the indirect control flow transitions. Then to really
differentiate between legal and illegal control flow transfers
(at least for the backward return edges), we can use a deep
inspection technique discussed below. We will detail how we
extract the CFI policy in Section 4.1.

• Using syscall interposition for the enforcement. Once we
have defined the CFI policy, we must check it at runtime
to ensure the software adhere to the legitimate control flow
path. The first CFI approach by Abadi et al. uses the bi-
nary rewriting (with debugging symbols) to enforce the pol-
icy. However, without debugging symbols, it is very hard to
correctly rewrite a binary. Therefore, we would like to seek
alternative approaches.

Inspired by ROPecker and kBouncer, where they enforce the
security policy at selected syscall execution point, we can
also adopt such an approach. In particular, while the PT
packet generation is asynchronized, we can ask PT to stop at
selected system call execution point, and the execution can
continue only there is no violation of our CFI policy. It is
true that an attacker might have already executed a number of
gadgets before being detected, but they must invoke system
calls for any malicious actions. Therefore, it is a proved vi-
able approach by using system call interposition as shown in
many of the prior efforts. Then, the rest challenge becomes
how we synchronize the execution at the syscall execution
point with our CFI policy checking. The detailed design of
how we perform our enforcement is presented in Section 4.2.

• Using deep inspection when needed. If there is no ma-
licious attack, the TIP graph extracted from the PT packet
trace faithfully represents the legitimate control flow path.
Only when an unknown TIP sequence occurs, we invoke
the slow and expensive PT packet parsing to parse the run-
time control flow transfer, and compare with our CFI policy
(discussed in Section 3.4) for the detection. Such a process
also works similarly to network packet inspection. Most of
the time, we directly just parse the headers of most packet,
and only when unknown packet arrives, we parse its content.
Therefore, we call this slow PT parsing and CFI verification
process deep inspection.

The purpose of designing this component is to speed up the
performance of our CFI. As discussed earlier, one extreme
case is to parse every PT packet to compute the dynamic
CFG, and then inspect the binary code to check whether it

conforms the legal control flow transfers. But this will ren-
der our system impractical because of its huge overhead. Our
deep inspection solves this problem, and it only gets invoked
when the CFI policy is incomplete. We will present in greater
details of how we perform deep inspection in Section 4.1.

3.4 Our CFI Policy
Nearly all control flow hijacking attack targets indirect control

flow transfers that occur at instruction call,jmp,ret, because
direct control flow transfers are hardened in the read-only binary
code, which typically cannot be altered by attackers. The key idea
of CFI is to build a CFG, and then at runtime verify whether an
indirect control flow transfer follows an edge in the CFG. Based on
the edge direction in the CFG, we can classify them into:

• Backward Edge where a control flow transfers back to a
node in the CFG. Such an edge exists because of the ret
instruction, which transfers control flow back to the next in-
struction right after a call-site. A large amount of modern
exploits (e.g., ROP) target manipulating the backward edge
by controlling the return addresses. The primary goal of PT-
CFI is to design a perfect policy that captures various back-
ward edge violation attacks.

In PT-CFI, indeed we can have a precise policy to detect
the illegal backward edge thanks to the design of PT as well
as our deep inspection capability. In particular, as acknowl-
edged by many prior works (e.g., [10, 46]), using a shadow
stack can really stop various ROP attacks because fundamen-
tally attackers have to redirect the return address to some
other locations, which will inevitably make the executed re-
turn address mismatching with the legal one. Since PT pro-
vides a complete trace of all indirect control flow transfers,
we are able to build a perfect shadow stack based on the TIP
traces and examine with the original binary code to detect
ROPs. That is why we call PT-CFI backward-edge CFI since
it has a complete protection for all backward edges.

• Forward Edge where a control flow transfers to a new tar-
get. There are two types of forward edges: one is caused by
indirect call and the other is caused by indirect jmp. One
of the biggest challenges in any CFI is how to get the legal
forward edges. This is because when an indirect call or jump
occurs, e.g., call eax, statically it is hard to know what
the value of eax should be, since it may requires sophisti-
cated point-to analysis but there is no sound and complete
solution to this problem yet at binary code level. Therefore,
CFI solutions often have to make approximations for forward
edges. Unlike in backward-edge cases where we have a per-
fect CFI policy, we do not have a sound and complete solu-
tion to forward-edge yet. Therefore, we leave how to use PT
for forward-edge CFI for future work.

3.5 Overview
An overview of our system is presented in Fig. 3. The goal of

PT-CFI is to detect control flow hijacking by enforcing a light-
weight CFI model. Unlike the traditional CFI where inlined refer-
ence monitoring is used, PT-CFI uses a separate dedicated moni-
toring process to detect any control flow violation of the monitored
process.

There are four components of PT-CFI: When PT packets are
generated for the monitored process, the first component Packet
Parsing will parse each packet and generate the TIP sequences,
which will be fed to our second component, TIP Graph Matching.
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Figure 3: Architectural Overview of PT-CFI.

If a stream of TIP sequences matches with the TIP graph, execu-
tion continues. Otherwise, it invokes our third component Deep
Inspection to decode the packets and construct the shadow stack. If
the decoded return addresses all are matched in the shadow stack,
the new TIP sequence will be considered legal, and added to our
TIP graph; Otherwise, it will inform the the last component Syscall
Hooking to terminate the execution of the monitored process since
there is a control flow violation.

Scope, Assumptions, and Threat Model. We focus on protect-
ing x86 ELF binaries in Linux platform, and we assume they are
not obfuscated since we need to disassemble the binary code to de-
cide the TIP type. We do not assume perfect disassembling since
our disassembler can leverage the runtime information such as the
exercised code address to disassemble the code.

We design PT-CFI to detect various return-based control flow
hijacks, and we assume the OS kernel and the CPU hardware are
not compromised during the attacks. In particular, we primarily
focus on ROP attacks against user-space applications from remote
adversaries who, by manipulating the input to the vulnerable ap-
plications, aim to hijack the control flow of the target applications.
Again, we do not attempt to address attacks that use JOP or COP
since these attacks violate the forward-edge CFI policy whereas
PT-CFI is designed as a backward-edge CFI solution.

4. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section, we present the detailed design of each component

of PT-CFI. Based on how a typical CFI system works, we first
present how we extract the CFI policies by our Packet Parsing and
Deep Inspection in Section 4.1, and then describe how we enforce
the CFI policy by our TIP Graph Matching and Syscall Hooking in
Section 4.2.

4.1 CFI Policy Extraction

4.1.1 Packet Parsing
The goal of packet parsing is to parse various types of PT packet
(e.g., TNT, TIP, PUF), to facilitate the construction of legal TIP
graph (if it has not been created yet or incomplete) and meanwhile
send the parsed TIP packet generated by each indirect call, jump,
or return, to our TIP Graph Matching component.

TIP Graph (TIP-G) Construction. The detection of control flow
violation in our PT-CFI is based on the TIP-G, which is defined

Algorithm 1: TIP-G Construction
Input: TIP Packets: P (pi ∈ P )
Result: The desired TIP Graph G

1 begin
2 G.node← p0;
3 G.edge← ∅;
4 i← 1;
5 for each pi ∈ P do
6 t← GetTIPType(pi);
7 if pi 6∈ G.node then
8 G.node← G.node ∪ pi;
9 end

10 if <pi−1, pi, t> 6∈ G.edge then
11 G.edge← G.edge ∪ <pi−1, pi, t>;
12 end
13 end
14 end

<N , E>, where N denotes the set of nodes, each of which is the
indexed by each unique TIP packet, andE denotes a set of directed
edges. There is an edge from A to B if and only if right after
the execution of an indirect control flow transfer A, it will execute
the indirect control flow transfer B. That is, the edge captures the
sequential execution of two indirect control flow transfers.
N is further divided into three different types based on the three

different types of indirect control flow transfers. As such, we will
have Nret if the TIP node is corresponding to a ret instruction,
Ncall if it is an indirect call, and Njmp if it is an indirect jmp.
There are several ways to build our TIP-G. One intuitive approach
is to statically disassemble the binary code to first build a CFG,
and then only keep those indirect control flow transfer nodes in the
CFG, since statically we cannot resolve the target address but we
can leverage the runtime values to connect the missing edges and
nodes. While we can use this approach, we realize in fact we do
not have to disassemble the code and instead we can directly use
the traced TIP packet on the fly to build our TIP-G.

More specifically, the construction of TIP-G is quite simple, as
illustrated in Algorithm 1. Initially, the node of TIP-G will be just
the first TIP packet (p0), and the edge will be empty (line 2 and
line 3). Whenever there is a new TIP packet pi generated, we parse
the type of pi by a helper function GetTIPType, and the result could
be Ncall, Njmp, and Nret (line 6). Next, we insert pi to the node
of TIP-G if it has not been added yet (note that there will be only
one instance of pi in TIP-G). Meanwhile, we will also insert an
edge <pi−1, pi, t> with label t (which is acquired at line 6) from
pi−1 to pi if this edge has not been added before. The label of
the edge indicates the three different indirect control flow transfers,
which is important for PT-CFI to enforce the backward edges (es-
sentially only the return control flow transfers). We keep iterating
this process until all TIP packets have been processed (from line 5
to line 13). The resulting graph will be the desired TIP-G.

To build a complete TIP-G, we have two complementary ap-
proaches. One is to use training, and the other is to use the deep
inspection discussed below. Training can be viewed as cached data,
and when a cache misses we invoke the deep inspection for remedi-
ation. The reason why training works is because if we are running
the protected software with all benign input, all pi should be le-
gitimate and we do not have to perform any deep inspection. Only
when pi is unknown (a new TIP node) or<pi−1, pi, t> is unknown
(a new edge), namely our CFI policy is incomplete, we invoke deep
inspection to decide whether pi or transition from pi−1 to pi is le-
gal.

It is important to note that there is no policy coverage issues in



PT-CFI even though we use a training approach. This is because
our deep inspection component can always return a policy to deter-
mine whether an indirect control flow transfer is legal or not. We
can run PT-CFI without any training by invoking deep inspection
every time when we observe a pi or a transition from pi−1 to pi
to decide the security policy. However, such an approach will be
extremely slow. Therefore, training is just to improve the perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, training can be performed offline and TIP-G
can be reused across different machines for the same software.

4.1.2 Deep Inspection
When our CFI policy is incomplete, our Deep Inspection compo-
nent will be invoked to disassemble the corresponding binary code
based on the runtime information and determine the type of the
TIP packet and also whether it is legal or not. Specifically, we must
parse the PT packet to determine the type of the TIP packet that
causes the deep inspection; namely, whether it isNcall orNjmp, or
Nret. Since PT trace is a sequence of various PT packets and there
is no information of the type of pi, unless we correlate the virtual
address with the binary code. A rigorous way of deciding the type
of pi needs to disassemble and walk through the code based on the
closest known virtual address in the PT packets. Note that hard-
ware will generate an alignment PT packet that contains the virtual
address of the executed program code. Based on this known vir-
tual address, an offline analysis is able to reconstruct the program
behavior and precisely know the type of the TIP packet.

Since a program often contains loops, an observed TIP sequences
may be observed again. To avoid parsing the same set of sequences
again, we use a caching mechanism to avoid the re-disassembling
and re-walking of the binary code in order to identify the corre-
sponding TIP type. Then, at runtime, only unknown TIP will trig-
ger the deep inspection. According to the specific unknown TIP
packet, we will take different actions. If it is an indirect call or
an indirect jmp, we will add them to our TIP-G because we do not
have a perfect policy to precisely determine their legal target. If it is
a return, we will build a shadow stack based on the PT traces. If the
return address has matched in the shadow stack, thisNret node and
the corresponding edge will be added into our TIP-G. Otherwise,
it is an attack, and our CFI enforcement will stop the execution of
the monitored process. Note that for tail-recursive calls, we use the
approaches in [35] to make sure our shadow stack is balanced.

4.2 CFI Policy Enforcement
Once a TIP-G is constructed (by the offline training), we can

then use it to detect the control flow violations. The detection is
done by our TIP Graph Matching component (which may also call
our Deep Inspection discussed above). If it detects a real violation,
it will inform our last component Syscall Hooking to terminate the
execution of the monitored process.

4.2.1 TIP Graph Matching
When given a TIP packet pj , the TIP-G matching becomes quite
straightforward. Assume the CFI policy is complete, then at a give
node ni in TIP-G, there is only a set of allowed transition node,
assume it is nj , if pj belongs to nj , then there is no CFI viola-
tion. Otherwise, pj is not known to TIP-G, and in this case, we
will invoke our Deep Inspection component to decide whether pj
is a legal transfer. If not, an attack is detected. If it is not a CFI
violation, pj will be added to TIP-G.

More specifically, to detect whether pj violates CFI during the
deep inspection, we will use its type (recall all the edge has a type
in our TIP-G). If it is Nret for our aimed back-edge CFI enforce-
ment, our deep inspection will check with the shadow stack built

based on the PT traces. If the returning location is not the legal
return address, it is an attack. Otherwise, this missing legal CFI
transition will be added to TIP-G. If it is Ncall or Njmp, we do not
have a precise policy and we will allow the execution by adding the
missing node and edge in our TIP-G. Therefore, PT-CFI will not
detect any JOP or COP attacks as discussed in Section 3.

4.2.2 Syscall Hooking
Once we have detected there is a control flow violation, we must
terminate the execution of the running process. To make PT-CFI
get an control of the monitored process execution, we take a system
call interposition approach, which has been widely used by many
other systems such as kBouncer and ROPecker. Basically, we se-
lectively hook a number of security sensitive system calls including
execve, write, mprotect, munmap, clone, fork, open,
close and exit_group. We introduce a lock at the entry point
of these system calls. It will be only unlocked by our monitoring
process to continue its execution, when there is no violation of CFI
given the current parsed TIP packets. Otherwise, the monitored
process will be terminated at the execution of these system calls.
Since syscall hooking is a standard approach, we omit its technical
details here.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented PT-CFI. We implemented the kernel com-

ponent Syscall Hooking by using a kernel extension, and imple-
mented the rest component, especially Packet Parsing by borrow-
ing a large amount of code from a user level program perf, the
first and the industry strength tool for Intel PT.

More specifically, we use Syscall Hooking to create a sandboxed
execution environment to the monitored program by hooking only
a set of sensitive system calls in the system call table. Upon en-
tering these system calls, PT-CFI will consult with the user level
component TIP-G Matching to ensure the backward-edge CFI of
the monitored program. The monitored program will be paused on
the sensitive syscall until there is no attack detected by our TIP-G
Matching.

To control PT execution and parse PT packets at runtime, we ex-
tended perf, which is available since Linux kernel 4.3. Since PT
is a system wide hardware level feature, we need to configure it to
trace only user level program by setting the corresponding MSRs.
To this end, we use the available sys_perf_event_open to
initialize the PT hardware, and this system call allows us to specify
process ID and CPU Core number as well as other filtering for Intel
PT hardware.

Since PT packet parsing is a slow process, we use a thread pool to
handle PT packets in parallel in order to improve the performance
of the whole system. In addition, to better dispatcher threads, we
bind the monitored program and our monitoring program to differ-
ent cores and bind our working threads to the rest cores. For ex-
ample, for an 8 core computers, we bind the monitored program to
core 0 and the monitoring program to core 1 and working threads to
core 2 to 7. We use function sched_setaffinity to bind pro-
cesses to a specific core and function pthread_setaffinity_np
to bind threads to cores.

During the Deep Inspection, PT-CFI needs to disassemble the
binary code to determine the type of TIP packet, and check the
shadow stack. To do that, PT-CFI first scans the decoder synchro-
nization packet, usually a PSB at the beginning of the PT buffers,
then it can find a TIP.PGE packet indicating the full starting in-
struction pointer (IP). With the full IP and PT packets, PT-CFI can
follow the execution path to disassemble the binary code and tell
the type of the TIP packet. For the shadow stack, it is incremen-



Table 2: Experimental Result with SPEC2006 CPUINT benchmark

PT Packet Training
Program Name |N | |E| #Syscall Size (MB) Time (ms)

400.perlbench 3486 7294 160 1.27 3408.6
401.bzip2 483 677 77 210.94 1021.4
403.gcc 20233 71545 238 498.06 1115.8
429.mcf 456 642 357 158.5 1373.2
433.milc 1290 1920 6511 584.92 4519
445.gobmk 1361 2740 365 10.22 62.6
456.hmmer 964 1662 88 20.64 1356.4
458.sjeng 960 1911 608 498.05 3009.2
462.libquantum 850 1323 96 9.48 33
464.h264ref 1696 2940 541 443.97 15464.2
470.lbm 640 850 711 54.87 1235.4
482.sphinx3 2823 4231 3168 468.07 1049.2
AVG 2936.84 8144.59 1076.67 246.59 2804

tally built based on the traces from the beginning of the execution
to the suspicious point. If the TIP packet is of return type, and if
the shadow stack is not matched, then an attack is detected.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of PT-CFI for de-

tecting the ROP attacks, and its efficiency in terms of runtime per-
formance. Our testing platform is a desktop computer with an Intel
i7-6700K Skylake 4.00 GHz CPU and 8G memory, running Ubuntu
14.04.1 LTS with Linux kernel 4.3.0.

6.1 Security Evaluation
By design, PT-CFI is able to detect all ROP attacks, thanks

to our deep inspection and the shadow stack constructed from PT
trace. To measure how PT-CFI really works in detecting the con-
trol flow violations, we use both a contrived attack against our
running example in Fig. 1 and a real attack against Nginx HTTP
daemon (i.e., Nginx-1.4.0) to evaluate the capability of PT-CFI in
detecting the control flow violations. Such a security evaluation
methodology has been used in many other ROP defenses such as
ROPecker.

More specifically, to construct our attack payload, we leveraged
a widely used ROP gadget searching and linking tool ROPgadget
to analyze both the executable and linked libraries of these two
programs. To make our gadget construction easier, we disabled the
ASLR protection. We successfully constructed two ROP payloads
and both spawned a shell without the protection from PT-CFI.

Then we applied PT-CFI to protect them. We first trained each
of them: using the three benign inputs to our running example, and
using 1,000 requests with varied length generated from Httperf [1]
for the Nginx daemon, respectively. Then we injected the con-
structed attack payload to these two victim programs. As expected,
both of them triggered our deep inspection, which took a 0.42 sec-
onds for our running example, and 0.63 seconds for Nginx to report
that a ROP attack is detected. The reason of why Nginx took more
time is because more packets need to be used to disassemble the
code and walk through the binary to build the shadow stack, which
is a slow process. Also note that no false positive or false negatives
occurred in these two security tests.

6.2 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance overhead of our system, we tested

with a set of SPEC2006 benchmark programs and the Nginx HTTP
daemon.
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Figure 4: SPEC CPU2006 Benchmark Overhead

SPEC2006 CPUINT. We used the 12 CPUINT benchmark pro-
grams from SPEC2006 in our evaluation. We compiled them with
the default configuration by using gcc-4.8.4, then we executed and
trained each of them with the default configured input to get their
corresponding TIP-G. The detailed result for our training phase is
presented in Table 2.

Specifically, it took a variety of amount time to train each of the
benchmark, as reported in the last column in Table 2. To train the
program, we run each SPEC CPUINT program with their default
configured input. Some of them (e.g. 464.h264ref) took 15.46
seconds, and some of them (e.g. 462.libquantum) only costed 0.03
seconds. On average, it took 2.80 seconds to train each benchmark.
During the training phase, we also observed 1076.67 syscalls on
average (the 3rd column), and 2936.84 of nodes (2nd column) and
8144.59 edges (3rd column) in their TIP-G. The PT packet size is
reported in the 4th column, and on average we collected 246.58
MB traced PT packet during each run of these programs.

Next, we applied the obtained the TIP-G for the CFI enforce-
ment. We run these benchmark again with their default input. The
purpose of this experiment is to measure how slow our TIP-G match-
ing is when used in real software. The performance overhead for
this experiment is shown in Fig. 4. While some programs such as
gcc have high overhead (up to 65%), most of them has less than
10%. On average, it is 21% for these CPUINT benchmarks. The
reason of why gcc has high overhead is that it has many more
packets to process, and more nodes and edges in the TIP-G for the
matching than that of others.

Network Daemon. While SPEC benchmark can provide an esti-
mation of how slow our PT-CFI is for real software, in practice
we believe PT-CFI will be mostly used to protect the network dae-
mons. To understand the performance impact of our approach for
network daemons, we again measured the latency and throughput
of the HTTP daemon Nginx we tested in our security evaluation.

Note that we have to configure Nginx in the mode of running one
worker process (which means only one Nginx thread is executing),
since tracing multiple-threads simultaneously is not supported in
Intel Process Trace (fundamentally PT hardware only uses CR3 to
differentiate the packet and the packet generated by each thread
will be merged as one process’ PT packet). To train Nginx, again
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Figure 5: Nginx File Download Latency

we used the same configuration as in our security evaluation by
generating 1,000 client request messages with Httperf. During
this training phase, we observed 391 nodes, and 1213 edges in our
TIP-G. To monitor the Nginx, we first get the PID of the worker
process, then we attach PT-CFI to this process.

• Latency. To evaluate the latency of Nginx with PT-CFI, we
use Apache HTTP server benchmarking tool (ab) to send
10,000 requests to Nginx to download different sizes of file,
from one byte to 10M bytes. The normalized latency com-
pared without PT-CFI protection is reported in Figure 5. We
can see that for small size downloaded packets, the latency
is slight larger than those bigger size ones, though they all
appear to be quite negligible (less than 5%). Note that we
also reported the absolute download time on top of each bar
with unit milliseconds in this figure. For instance, when the
request file is 1 byte, it took 36.77 milliseconds to download
this file.

• Throughput. We also evaluate the file download throughput
of Nginx. We use the tool Httperf to generate different
numbers of concurrent requests to access the same 300K-
bytes file, then report the throughput of Nginx without and
with PT-CFI in Figure 6. We can see that with different
numbers of concurrent requests per seconds (x-axis), there
is negligible impact in the replies per seconds (y-axis) (al-
most the same height of bar in both cases). When the con-
current number of requests exceeds 380 (which appears to
be the maximum number of requests Nginx can handle si-
multaneous), the throughput goes down as without PT-CFI
protection.

Overall, we can observe for network daemons such as Nginx, our
system does not have noticable performance impact against normal
users (less than 5% latency and negligiable throughput impact). We
believe this represents a practical CFI approach we have aimed to
achieve.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
While PT-CFI has made a first step of using Intel PT to build a

practical CFI model, it is still not perfect and has a number of lim-
itations. In this section, we examine these limitations and outline
our future work.
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Figure 6: Nginx Throughput Impact

First, PT-CFI has a clear policy for all ret based exploits. Un-
like existing ROP defenses such as ROPecker that uses heuristics,
PT-CFI can precisely detect all ROP instances thanks for the deep
inspection. However, we currently do not have policies for all those
forward-edges and we allow the monitored process continue the ex-
ecution when encountering these call and jmp TIPs. As such,
JOP or COP attacks are still possible.

Meanwhile, we have to note that there is no perfect solution to
resolve the forward-edges at binary code level because the chal-
lenges from point-to analysis, though there are solutions at source
code level such as the forward-edge CFI [44]. There could ex-
ist some approaches that use value-set analysis to approximate the
possible indirect target, or use some loose security policy such as
allowing the indirect call target always starts from the entry point
of a function as in BinCFI. We plan to investigate how to address
these forward edge issues in one of our future works.

Finally, there are also a number of avenues to optimize the per-
formance of PT-CFI, especially its deep inspection component.
For instance, to differentiate the type of each TIP packet, we have
to perform disassembling of the protected binary code whenever
we encounter an unknown TIP. This disassembling process can be
optimized by considering the history of the disassembling process,
namely, if we have already disassembled some code, we do not
have to disassemble it again. While we have already explored using
the cache to optimize the re-disassembling, we have not systemati-
cally investigated the cache size factor yet. We plan to explore how
to optimize PT-CFI further in our another future work.

8. CONCLUSION
We have presented PT-CFI, a new backward-edge CFI model

based on a recently introduced Intel hardware feature—Processor
Trace. Designed primarily for offline software debugging, PT of-
fers the capability of tracing the entire control flow of a running
program. In this paper, we have presented the design, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of using PT for security with a new practical
CFI model for native COTS binary based on the trace from PT. We
have addressed a number of technical challenges such as making
sure the control flow policy is complete, making PT enforce our
CFI policy, and balancing the performance overhea, by exploring



the intrinsic tracing property inside PT with a system synchroniza-
tion primitive and a deep inspection capability. We have imple-
mented PT-CFI and tested with both SPEC2006 and a popular net-
work daemon. Experimental results show that PT-CFI only intro-
duces small overhead for the monitored program with the capability
of detecting all ROP attacks.
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